
Enterprise users face many obstacles when adopting new, cutting edge, open source 

frameworks for analytics. Some of this is because of an excess of open source options. 

Too many to choose from easily. Further complicating the issue is the multiplicity of new 

and exciting innovations in hardware. Intel, ARM, GPUs, in-memory computing and  

FPGAs offer many options for analytics workloads.

Open Chai is an industry collaborative that simplifies the adoption of open source frame-

works on heterogeneous hardware for the “on-premises,” security concerned enterprise.

Working with enterprise users and vendors, Open Chai aims to standardize open source 

frameworks on mixed hardware. By combining industry-wide best practices, we can  

unlock the price, power and performance metrics of data innovators such as Google  

and Facebook.  

Simplifying Enterprise AI



Open Chai objectives are:

1. Develop an integrated and tested open source platform that can be used to investigate and  
demonstrate machine learning and deep learning applications.

2. Include proactive participation of enterprise users to confirm that Open Chai meets their  
analytics needs.

3. Work with upstream open source projects to coordinate continuous integration and testing while  
filling development gaps.

Pioneered by Google and Facebook, the cost for big data analysis is plummeting. In the last decade, par-
allel and open architectures have revolutionized the way data is processed, and the enterprise industry is 
poised to leverage these advances for their own purposes.

Shareholder focused vendors tend to create solutions that are expensive in the long run. The Open Chai 
collaborative model aims to lower barriers to accelerate the disruptive price-performance advantages of 
distributed scale-out computing.

Beneficiaries of Open Chai are:

• Enterprise users who can quickly innovate around use cases not possible before.
• Developers who can bring up integrated reference hardware and software.
• Application companies who can focus on value-add instead of infrastructure development.
• Systems integrators providing services to verticals such as finance, healthcare and retail.
• Open source developers who can work on clear, well-defined use cases.

In summary, Open Chai provides certified plug-and-play reference solutions that scale as needed without 
requiring specialized teams of engineers to build and maintain.
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